
13109: "starting filming in stockholm during beautiful days of spring getting 

close to the very calm water and then going to renovate in italy but filming quite 

little while in the mountains mostly working indoor and later exploring quite a 

lot of venice again even though my stepfather kept on my side and at last coming 

back to sweden again finding good weather spending a lot of time out both in 

nature and in the city"

13110: "again in sweden now filming extensively in the city of gothenburg waiting 

to inaugurate a show and exploring quite much with another artist mishka going as 

far as the islands and the returning to stockholm finding a beautiful weather now 

also filming a lot of the city and also the beach in djursholm"

18089: "a month experiencing very stron wind to begin with on my way to sweden 

from italy and finding quite a cold weather becoming increasingly warmer but with 

still a lot of wind also being very much out experiencing it particularly in 

gothenburg waiting for the opening of a show and later back in stockholm biking 

and walking to the beach"

16093: "quite bad weather in italy but then coming to sweden and find it really dry 

and  beautiful  also  visiting  liselott's  countryside  after  many  years  to 

evaluate august new school there and finding an amazing weather feeling very hot 

but then at the end experiencing more cold wind but still going to the beach and 

to swim"

17065: "still in sweden in the summer looking at clouds and find both meditative 

and angry shapes possibly reflecting my situation there feeling at times happy for 

my new position at the university but also frustrated of life with my parents-in-

law"

05092: "a lot of walking in venice with my stepfather to begin with following him 

near the tobacco factory and walking round and around as if he was going with 

cross-country skies and then walking a lot in sweden going all the way to an 

artist meeting nearby a lake where we once lived and walking extensively both in 

stockholm and in djursholmen going several time to the beach through the old 

railroad and then back walking by the lake but also walking much in gothenburg 

waiting to open a show and exploring the city both alone and with a british artist 

mishka and then also walking on my way to my old curator friend björn walking to 

gamla uppsala and then with him to uppsala"

15080: "a month started in the mountains  breathing  much poison painting  the 

floors of the exhibition hall and then experiencing the fresh air of sweden going 

first  in  gothenburg  for  an  exhibition  finiding  it  really  fresh  but  then 

experincing the traffic of stockholm city center as well as the traffic walking in 

the pretty djursholm with many rich people driving big cars"

06050: "biking in sweden with august to begin with going very fast through the



old railway down to djursholm torget to eat an ice-cream and biking later in the 

netherlands felling really frustrated for the rain by finally fixing the bike shed 

and at last getting a pump to fill the air of my old touring bike i brought from 

sweden and also finding the right key to unlock it and going fast for a ride 

downstream the beautiful lek river and then back"

07047:  "painting  executed  after  a  long  time  away  from  my  studio  in  the 

netherlands and running out of the most covering blue color i had now using a 

darker blue officially only now using the big brush and dismissing the smaller 

one"

06051: "taking a long bike ride in up the lek river despite the uncertain weather 

and going as far as reaching the beautiful amsterdam-rhine channel and eventually 

crossing it to go further but at last having to go back really fast with the rain 

starting to drop"

07048: "painting kept quite simple without feeling tempted to add much to it and 

executed rather fast during my short permanence in the netherlands now finally 

getting some extra bottle of new color and keeping up painting big drops pierced 

with black holes"

06052: "going for a solitary long bike ride to the city of buren following the 

map and really going against the wind at times but nonetheless managing quite well 

at a decent  speed  to reach the beautiful little  city and then  ride back  to 

culemborg  going  even  faster  on  the  way  back  avoiding  to  stop  too  much  to 

photograph all the interesting countryside animals and architecture"

10070:  "a  nice  chinese  tourist  met  on  a  train  on  my  way  back  by  train  to 

stockholm and a yugoslavian guy met in karlstad while walking along the river who 

showed me the photos of his hometown and then a spanish doctorate student who has 

been always curious about my project as well as a southern italian girl met on my 

way to the airport at night and a guy from trieste met on the plane for the second 

time with his girlfriend living in sweden and a famous hockey player now coach of 

the södertälje swedish team and then two italians met while going out in the 

evening with my old time friend francesco one of them without a hand"

03081: "music heard to begin with driving through germany to reach my barn in the 

alps and recording the titles with my voice on the phone to avoid accidents and 

then music listened while attending mass in venice with my parents and later songs 

heard from old gianna kidding with me in the mountains and from myrthe while she 

helped me with the vegetable garden as well as when with her and davide we went to 

a café in schio to connect to the internet"

08061: "fable about a pelican reflecting still my frequent traveling by plane but 

the enetirely set in a buddhist temple in china probably feeling affected by my 

experience of duck restaurant there but also my reading of jesuits missions in the



east and much relating this story on the change of the bird skim from white to 

black to golden"

12112: "several minor casualties read regularly on the internet both in sweden 

and lastly in holland having there also access to television and following up a 

most deadly terror attack killing forty homosexuals in the states and beside it 

keeping up the recording of minor casualties in more islam related terror"


